
IntroductIon

People often view the ‘Old City’ or Androon Shehr2 of Lahore as a ‘repository of memories 
and the past’, and a receptacle of cultural traditions and values. However, a walk down 
any of its crowded, winding streets reveals that the ‘historic core’3 of Lahore is not 

situated on any single plane—it is neither wholly ‘traditional’, nor wholly ‘modern’, neither 
old nor new, poor or rich, conservative or liberal. It is, in fact, heterotopic4—a synchronized 
product of conflicting elements.
 Heterotopia, or, in other words, dualism, is a structural characteristic of all Third World 
cities.5 That a dichotomy exists between an ‘indigenous’ culture and an ‘imposed’ Western 
culture in every postcolonial society is an established fact. This dichotomy is especially apparent 
in the economies of Third World cities—what Geertz has described as the ‘continuum’ between 
the ‘firm’ (formal) and ‘bazaar’ (informal) sectors.6 The Androon Shehr of Lahore is no 
exception; what makes the Shehr a particularly interesting study is that here the paradoxes of 
postcolonial society are more visible than anywhere else, as the Shehr, due to certain historic, 
physical and psychological factors, has managed to retain a ‘native’, pre-colonial identity that 
areas outside the ‘walls’ altogether lack, or have almost entirely lost, with the passage of time. 
This supposed ‘immunity’ of the Androon Shehr to the ‘disruption of the larger economic 
system’7 does not mean that the Shehr is a static, unchanging society—it simply means that 
the society has chosen to ‘modernize’8 on its own terms.
 The object of this chapter is to examine the transformations undergoing the economy of 
the Androon Shehr in terms of the firm-bazaar sector model. The chapter shall look upon these 
transformations in the light of Qadeer’s ‘Proposition 8’, in relation to the internal dynamics 
of Third World cities, which says:

Traditions accommodate and assimilate new cultural elements and evolve ways of dealing with 
unprecedented situations. Yet they become obstructive if the change is socially too disruptive. In a 
specific situation, modernity and tradition continually interpenetrate each other. This process of 
mutual adaptation is the key to an understanding of the outcomes of the dialectical interaction.9
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The way this chapter intends to examine the abovementioned socio-economic changes, and 
then deduce general trends, is by studying specific occupations within the bazaar sector of the 
Androon Shehr. The chapter will explore these ‘traditional’ occupations to see how they have 
been affected by the competing formal sector, which, Braverman predicted, would eventually 
destroy all craft skills in its sweep of capitalist mass-production.10 While this has indeed 
happened to certain crafts and skills, others have survived; and this is not fully explained by 
existing theoretical perspectives. This chapter aims to explain the survival of traditional skills, 
within the overarching framework of dualism and Qadeer’s ‘Proposition 8’, using three 
different arguments: one, the argument for exclusivity, where a particular skill rationalizes its 
continued utility by catering to a ‘niche market’, if not the mass market; two, antiquation, or 
‘re-Orientalisation’, a legacy of colonial discourse, whereby so-called ‘bygone’ crafts and skills 
lose all prior functionality and persist solely for their artistic or antique value;11 and three, 
adaptation, which Qadeer describes as ‘the modernization of forms, organizations and methods 
without corresponding changes in functions, meanings and attitudes.’12 Finally, a fourth 
possibility may be that the future of a specific occupation, realistically speaking, is highly 
uncertain, even bleak. The only reason that certain people are still in the profession is, firstly, 
an absence of alternative employment due to illiteracy, lack of re-training opportunities, or 
poverty; or, secondly, self-denial.
 The first section of the chapter provides the necessary historical and theoretical background 
to the main discussion. It is followed by a section describing the sources used and methodology 
adopted for this chapter, and, finally, the analysis of the problem, coupled with specific case-
studies and conclusions.

the Androon Shehr In perspectIve

Lahore of blissful waters, be praised
The goal of old and young, Lahore

I do not think that in the seven climes
A place so lustrous exists, as Lahore.

– Talib-i Amuli, Ghaznavid poet

hIstory

Hindu legend has it that, nearly three millennia ago, Loh, one of the sons of the god Rama, 
hero-king of the epic Ramayana, founded a city on the banks of the river Ravi. He called the 
city Loh-Awar—‘The Fort of Loh’ in Sanskrit. Situated on a naturally elevated alluvial plain 
at the gateway between the mountains of Kashmir and waters of the Indus, Loh could not 
have chosen a more scenic or strategic location for his city. Today, we know Loh-Awar by one 
of the numerous variants of its name that survived: Lahore.
 The original site of Lahore, believed to have existed somewhere in the foundations of the 
Lahore Fort, is now found only in myth and imagination. However, historical evidence suggests 
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that the ‘core’ of the city, what is known colloquially as the Androon Shehr, assumed its present 
shape and form in the aftermath of the Ghaznavid invasion in the eleventh century.
 Hitherto a mysteriously abandoned Hindu principality, the city underwent a veritable 
transformation at the able hands of Malik Ayaz, governor of Lahore under Mahmud of Ghazna. 
It is said that Malik Ayaz built up the walls and gates of the city in one miraculous night; 
whether or not that is true, Lahore, the capital of Mahmud’s Indian provinces, soon grew to 
rival the city of Ghazna itself as a centre of wealth, learning and culture.
 Lahore suffered many reversals of fortune in the ensuing centuries, the inevitable target of 
countless invaders, plunderers and would-be kings—from the Ghauris to the Mongols, Taimur 
the Lame to Bahlul Lodhi—owing this fate both to its geographical location and to the stories 
of its splendour. However, it was not until 1526, when a certain Taimurid prince from 
Ferghana13 decided to try his luck in the plains of the Punjab, that Lahore regained the status 
and security it had enjoyed in Ghaznavid times. That young prince was Babar, the first Mughal 
emperor, and his dynasty, firmly anchored in its North Indian strongholds, had come to stay.
 Thus the city of Lahore, together with Delhi and Agra, witnessed the apogee of its career 
under Mughal patronage. Merchants, scholars, musicians, lovers, travellers from both ends of 
Eurasia, thronged its narrow streets; Eastern and Western poets alike eulogized the city for its 
‘palaces, domes and gilded minarets’, for the ‘enchantment’ locked within the burnt-bricks of 
its miraculous walls.14 In 1584, the Emperor Akbar shifted his royal residence to Lahore, 
renovating the Fort, constructing nine guzars (residential quarters) within the city, and 
rebuilding its walls and gates. His son Jahangir,15 likewise, continued the legacy of the 
sponsorship of arts and architecture in the city of his birth; English visitors to Lahore, especially 
frequent since Jahangir granted trading rights to the East India Company in the early 
seventeenth century, described it as ‘a goodly great city, one of the fairest and most ancient of 
India, exceeding Constantinople itself in greatness.’16 But it was Jahangir’s son, Shah Jahan, 
who earned for himself the repute of greatest of Mughal emperors, at least in terms of wealth 
and opulence. Under Shah Jahan, Lahore glittered and flourished like never before: ‘a 
handsome and well-ordered city’, ‘crammed with foreigners and rich merchants’ and ‘abundant 
in provisions’, in the words of Niccolo Manucci, an Italian physician serving at the Lahore 
court in Shah Jahan’s reign.17 The Wazir Khan Mosque, the Shish Mahal (‘Palace of Mirrors’, 
within the Lahore Fort) and the Shahi Hamam (‘Royal Bath’) in the Walled City, as well as 
the Shalimar Gardens in the suburbs, are but a few remaining testaments of the prosperity of 
the age, while the Taj Mahal in Agra has acquired iconic status.
 Yet, already in Shah Jahan’s lifetime, the Mughal coffers had begun to shrink, and the reign 
of his younger son Aurangzeb, last of the great Mughal emperors and builder of the Badshahi 
Mosque, was plagued with all the uncertainty and instability of a dynasty running the final 
pages of its history. With the death of Aurangzeb, Lahore, like the remaining parts of the 
Indian subcontinent still outside the control of British traders and self-styled governors, fell 
victim to the cruel vicissitudes of politics. The relentless raiding of the Afghan Ahmad Shah 
Durrani, and later Shah Zaman, and their furious battles with the Sikhs over the sovereignty 
of Lahore left the city permanently scarred. When the Sikh forces, led by Ranjit Singh, 
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ultimately took power in 1797, they inherited a desolate township with crumbling walls, which 
they proceeded to loot and destroy, so that in 1809, an English officer described Lahore as ‘a 
melancholy picture of fallen splendour, of which now only the ruins are visible.’18

 But Lahore saw the beginning of the most damaging phase of its history in 1849, when the 
British purchased the province of Punjab from the incumbent Sikh Maharaja. The colonial 
authorities did not loot or plunder the Inner City as previous invaders had; they Orientalised 
it. While they did engage in major renovation projects in the Inner City, repairing portions 
of the Lahore Fort, Badshahi Mosque and other buildings destroyed by the Sikhs, their efforts 
were centred upon the development of the Civil Lines and Cantonments, which lay beyond 
the perimeter of the Walls. Suddenly, the Inner City became synonymous with the ‘Old City’. 
Invisible barriers were erected between ‘native’ space, symbolized by the crowded, ‘quaint’ 
streets of the Androon Shehr, and the manicured, tree-lined ‘colonially produced’ space 
without19—the origins of dualism, the modern-traditional dichotomy that prevails in 
postcolonial cities to this day.
 Numerous crafts and trades, associated with and sustained by the demands of a royal court 
(Ghaznavid, Mughal and Sikh), met their inevitable demise with the British interlude—for 
example, the manufacture of elaborately wrought weaponry. Other court-related skills, such 
as miniature painting and fresco-work, were stripped of their former utility and relegated to 
the status of antiquated ‘arts’, fit to be practiced in art schools alone. Yet others, such as gold 
embroidery, silk-weaving and brass- and copper-smithing, continued to persist, though they 
catered to a diminishing ‘inside’ population, relative to the rapid settlement of ‘outside’ areas 
by colonials and indigenous nouveau riche. At the same time, the British initiated an irreversible 
process of change within the Androon Shehr, especially through the act of removing much of 
the old walls of the city as a precautionary measure against urban revolt, which became a 
genuine threat in the years following the Mutiny, or War of Independence, in 1857.
 On the eve of decolonization, the Androon Shehr was still considered a prestigious, if not 
an affluent area, the cosmopolitan home of Lahore’s old, well-established families, of upper-
class literati, bourgeois merchants and vagabonds alike. But Partition violence, concentrated 
in the border cities of the Radcliffe Award20, devastated the fabric of the Androon Shehr’s society 
on an unparalleled scale: ‘The Walled City was shaken to its foundations.’21 The inhabitants 
of the Shehr, riled by communal hatred, wreaked havoc upon their own city—the gates were 
vandalized, bazaars were burnt, and entire neighbourhoods razed to the ground. Depopulation 
of the religious enclaves, coupled with the waves of migrants from across the border, turned 
Lahore into a rootless city of ruffians and refugees. From this massive convulsion, the Androon 
Shehr never truly recovered. It was the point of no return.
 It was also the point of new beginnings. In the freshly conceived country of Pakistan, Lahore 
retained its age-old position as capital of the Punjab, yet the intensive redevelopment work 
that followed, under the auspices of the Lahore Improvement Trust (LIT), did not aim to 
‘preserve’ what was left behind. It aimed to remake. The debris was levelled clean by bulldozers, 
the narrow streets giving way to large thoroughfares and new markets, with little or no 
consideration to the surrounding architecture. Yet, in what seems an ironic or perhaps expected 
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sequel to colonial activities, Lahore resumed to expand outwards, with the LIT concentrating 
its construction efforts upon areas such as the Civil Lines, and the new suburban communities 
of Model Town, Gulberg, GOR, Mayo Gardens and so on.
 Meanwhile, the Androon Shehr was left to its own devices; and change was inevitable, though 
difficult to define. The Shehr was not impervious to the contemporary forms of modernization 
enveloping the surrounding city, yet, up till 1979, more than 80 per cent of its built stock still 
comprised of Mughal structures,22 and most of the Lahore Development Authority’s23 public 
and municipal development programs continued to focus on the newer parts of the city.
 Today, the Androon Shehr, as a physical space, is a mass of old, beautiful, crumbling 
buildings and dusty, twisting streets, with choked gutters, unreliable water supply and 
precarious housing—home to ‘over a quarter of a million people, the largest concentration of 
urban poor in the country.’24 The government as well as academia profess to take keen interest 
in ‘arresting the decay of the city to preserve the nation’s heritage,’25 but the superficiality of 
their claims is borne out by observing the ground reality in the Shehr itself. The prominent 
monuments within the Shehr, mainly the Fort, tombs and older mosques, are repeatedly made 
the targets of much-advertised ‘historical conservation’ and tourism campaigns, while the 
inhabitants of the City themselves, their lives and grievances, are conveniently overlooked in 
the media and other popular discourse.
 It seems, in another ironic sequel to colonial Orientalism, that, for the people living 
‘outside’, the Walled City exists solely for its historical value, a ‘suspended’ site where only 
‘traditional’ time and place must be celebrated; the inexorable transformations taking place 
within the Shehr are altogether ignored. As it happens, however, the reality of the Androon 
Shehr differs sharply from the intentions to propel it as ‘a museum and relic of past glory.’26 
These particular themes will occupy the discussion of the following pages.

spatIal conFIguratIon

The features that physically and psychologically distinguish the Androon Shehr from the 
surrounding city, and in a sense still preserve its distinct identity, are the fortified boundaries 
and thirteen gates raised by Malik Ayaz and reinforced by Akbar hundreds of years ago to keep 
out marauders and unwanted rabble. The walls themselves are a common characteristic of what 
Sjoberg calls pre-industrial cities (in the context of medieval Europe),27 and, concurrently, of 
‘traditional’ Middle Eastern or ‘Islamic’ cities,28 built primarily for defence but also 
administrative purposes. Even though the protective walls of the Androon Shehr no longer 
stand, it may be deduced, through written and visual historical records, that the actual ‘floor-
plan’ of the Inner City has remained essentially the same over the past 1000 years, with 
moderate alterations and developments taking place from one political phase to the other.
 According to the 1884 Gazetteer of the Lahore District, the Inner City ‘is in shape an 
irregular parallelogram, containing an area of 461 acres, with its longest side to the north. It 
is surrounded by a brick wall formerly 30 feet high, now reduced to 15 feet, the circuit of 
which does not exceed three miles, and is pierced with thirteen gateways, except on the 
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northern side, which is occupied by the citadel and adjoining buildings’29 (see Figure 3, pg. 
15). Of the gateways, seven exist today, namely: Bhaati, Mori, Lohari, Delhi, Khizri or 
Sheranwala, Kashmiri and Roshnai Gate. The Taxali, Shah Alami, Mochi, Akbari, Yakki and 
Masti Gates were extant at least till 1884, after which some were presumably pulled down by 
the colonial authorities in the process of their renovations of the Shehr, some were destroyed 
in Partition riots or later demolished during the activities of the Lahore Improvement Trust, 
while others disappeared without any record.
 The history behind the names of these gates has evoked much curiosity and speculation. 
Two of the gates are named after Mughal kings (Akbari and Shah Alami), and two after locally 
revered Muslim saints (Yakki, a corruption of ‘Zaki’, and Khizri, after the mythical prophet-
saint Khizr Eliyas). Some are named after cities and landmarks (Delhi, Kashmiri, Taxali, 
referring to the site of the taxaal or Royal Mint, and Masti, a corruption of ‘Masjidi’, referring 
to the Maryam Zamani mosque located nearby), while the names of others have confused, 
obscure origins. For example, it is doubtful whether the Bhaati, Lohari and Mochi gates are 
named after the trades practiced in the vicinity in even the recorded past, as has often been 
erroneously supposed. ‘Bhaati’ acquired its name from the clan of Bhatti Rajputs (who may 
have been brick-makers by profession), who settled in the area in ancient times; Lohari is yet 
another corruption of Loh-awar; and Mochi is likewise a corruption of ‘Moti’, in reference to 
the Moti Masjid (Pearl Mosque) situated inside the Lahore Fort.
 Of greater relevance to this paper is the architectural layout of the Androon Shehr, and 
whether there is a correspondence between its physical features and its perceived ‘traditional-
ness’ in the eyes of ‘outsiders’, from the British down to present-day Pakistani ‘elites’.
 Ian Talbot describes the Inner City as ‘a maze of neighbourhoods (mohallas), linked by 
narrow alleyways (galis), and lined with lofty buildings, three to four storeys high.’30 Some of 
these streets are so narrow that three persons cannot stand shoulder to shoulder, and neighbours 
exchange gossip between windows and from across rooftops. However, the Androon Shehr’s 
apparently ‘chaotic’ labyrinthine design is deliberate, a logical solution to the environmental 
and social demands of the region, and characteristic of pre-industrial cities located in hot 
climates (such as in southern Spain, North Africa and the Middle East), which ‘sought to 
create shade and devise dust-free draughts through narrow twisting streets.’31

 Even now, the Androon Shehr is, in many ways representative of three ideal city-types: 
Sjoberg’s pre-industrial city, the Middle Eastern or ‘Islamic’ city discussed by Blake and Lawless 
(see Figure 4, pg 20), and Qadeer’s Mughal city. The three theoretical models are interlinked, 
primarily because they discuss urbanity from a chronological perspective, taking the pre-
colonial or pre-Industrial Revolution period as their point of reference. Combining their salient 
features, this paper concludes that the Androon Shehr must display the following characteristics 
if it is still to be described, spatially, as a ‘traditional Indo-Muslim city’:

•	 Surrounding wall or defensive rampart. The walls, as already mentioned, do not physically 
exist any more, but this does not preclude a certain imagined separation between the 
areas within and without the bounds of the former walls, which have now been virtually 
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replaced by continuous lines of buildings. The old gateways, thus, are still the only points 
of entry, so a ‘primal sense of “inside” and “outside’’’32 is maintained throughout the 
community and expressed by the inhabitants in the form of strong camaraderie, palpable 
even to a visitor. On entering the clamorous streets (preferably upon foot, though four-
wheel entrance is possible at the Masti, Taxali and Shah Alami Gate), the warmth and 
energy of intimate interdependence is immediately felt, and the spacious impersonality 
of the outside world is left far behind. People are friendly, and always ready to talk to, 
guide and help a stranger. In spite of their uncertain economic conditions, they are not 
stingy; food and fruit-sellers always drop in extra portions in the bag. Shopkeepers leave 
their wares unattended, with their scant earnings resting on tabletops in public view. 
They always have time to attend communal prayers at the nearest mosque. When a crime 
takes place (such as a murder), the entire city will be buzzing about it within the hour, 
with every able man arriving on the scene to investigate; and the news will merit hardly 
a paragraph in the inner pages of the local English daily the next day. On the occasion 
of special festivals in particular,33 the community celebrates with fervour unmatched by 
any other in the city; and the epithet ‘city within a city’34 seems unreservedly apt.

•	 Centrality of palace/shrine/temple. A universal characteristic of pre-industrial cities, the 
central position in the city, both spatially and socially, is occupied by a massive public 
complex. Major markets and the more ‘respectable’ occupations are clustered around this 
‘core’, while the ‘unclean’ occupations are found on the peripheries. In the case of the 
Androon Shehr, the central position is not, as expected, reserved for the famous Lahore 
Fort and Badshahi Masjid, both of which are located on the northern boundaries—on 
the contrary, the main loci of activity within the Shehr are the Wazir Khan Mosque, off 
Delhi Gate, the Sonehri Masjid (‘Golden Mosque’) near Rang Mahal, as well as the shrine 
of Hazrat Ali Hajveri (Data Sahib) just outside Bhaati Gate. Samina Quraeshi describes 
the situation graphically:

The hierarchy of the bazaars in the Old City appears to radiate outward from the centre, with 
perfumes, incense and books still clustered close to the centre, at the great Wazir Khan Mosque. 
These markets are surrounded by jewellery, precious goods and textiles. Next are shoes, fibres, 
ropes and utensils, evolving into streets of carpenters, locksmiths, blacksmiths, butchers, 
produce merchants and basket makers. Close to and outside the walls come the more industrial 
trades of the tanners, potters and foundries. Even today, the more industrial trades such as 
lumber, tyres, auto parts and truck building are found outside the wall.35

•	 Ethnic/religious quarters. In Islamic cities, ethnic quarters or neighbourhoods are more a 
matter of ‘voluntary concentration’ than economic segregation,36 ‘analogous to tribal 
villages in an urban setting under the patronage of a local elite.’37 In the context of the 
Androon Shehr, these enclaves were predominantly religious (the differences between 
biraderis or castes being synonymous with their occupations, discussed below), and clearly 
visible before Partition, when Lahori society was naturally more pluralistic.38 For example, 
the entire Shah Alami area was a leading Hindu commercial and residential centre, one 
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of the reasons why it was the target of the most virulent riots in 1947. Similarly, Chuna 
Mandi, adjacent to the Kashmiri Gate, and Wachowali Bazaar in Lohari Gate, formed 
the most famous Sikh localities. In the years following the Partition migrations, however, 
religious distinctions were bound to dissipate. Ethnic enclaves also disintegrated, as the 
evacuation of the Shehr by non-Muslims and wealthier Muslim families and ensuing re-
settlement by refugees occurred in a haphazard fashion, with people grabbing or receiving 
whatever they could get without regard to location or neighbourhood.

•	 Occupational quarters. ‘Historically, various blocks or streets of the Androon Shehr have 
been inhabited by occupational clans specializing in specific lines of production.’39 
Certain streets in the Androon Shehr still bear names that hearken back to this time of 
‘occupational’ segregation, as in pre-industrial European and Islamic cities alike it was a 
common practice for craftsmen and merchants to combine their residence with their 
place of work. Thus we have the Bazaar-e-Hakimah (Physician’s Bazaar) in Bhaati Gate, 
the Doctran-da-Mohalla (Doctor’s Quarter) in Shah Alami, the Kaman Garan or 
‘Neighborhood of Arrow Makers’, and Rarra, the district of blacksmiths, both in Mochi 
Gate. Occupational quarters in the Walled City, like ethno-religious quarters, have 
disappeared as a result of the disruptive changes that took place after Independence; 
indeed, the process was underway during colonial times, when the British introduced the 
practice of separating commerce from home. Even so, occupational castes still exist, 
especially in the industrial sector, and most artisans and craftsmen in the Androon Shehr 
continue to live with their families right above their workshops; and, at least till the 
1980s, and the streets of the Bazaar-e-Hakimah (for instance) were still ‘lined with shops 
offering medicinal plants, herbs, oils and unguents.’40

•	 Commodity markets. In pre-colonial times, specialized commercial land use in the Androon 
Shehr was ‘according to commodity, not activity,’41 with entire bazaars dedicated to single 
goods, such as grains, jewellery, shawls, household utensils—even dancing girls (Heera 
Mandi or ‘Diamond Market’). Today, the old Sarafa bazaar or gold market near Rang 
Mahal still exists, as does the Kasehra or ‘Brass Bazaar’ for metal utensils and the Gota 
Kinari bazaar for buttons, laces and embroidery. New commodity markets have also 
cropped up since Partition—the Lahore Wholesale Shoe Market and the Azam Cloth 
Market in the Shah Alami area, near the Wazir Khan Mosque,42 the famous leather 
market in the Wachowali Bazaar and the candy and sweets mandi at the Mochi gate, to 
name but a few. Notably, this pattern is prevalent outside the Androon Shehr as well (for 
example, the huge cloth market at Aurega in Gulberg), though in recent years the 
specialized markets within the Walled City are becoming more dispersed, and typically 
Western ‘general stores’ (ubiquitous in the newer parts of the city) are slowly making an 
appearance.

From the preceding discussion it is obvious that, in the present day, the Androon Shehr has 
retained some of its characteristically ‘traditional’ features, in particular those associated with 
the built environment of the city (i.e. the walls, gates and major monuments), while other 
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features have faded away with social and demographic changes, as a historical inevitability (such 
as religious and occupational enclaves). Then there are some features, particularly in the 
economic sphere, that have adapted to the forces of modernization (such as the recently 
established commodity markets), or survived in spite of it (the gold market or Brass Bazaar, 
for example). It is this conflicting facet of the Androon Shehr that this paper is interested in 
exploring, a facet that Third World urban theory calls dualism.
 ‘Conceptual theories on the urbanization process in the Third World initially emerged from 
historical studies of pre-industrial, colonial and neo-colonial urban patterns.’43 The Androon 
Shehr is emblematic of the typical Third World city also as of historical inevitability—which 
means that, although it may easily encompass all the abovementioned ‘traditional’ 
characteristics, the Androon Shehr today is essentially a product of modernity. As Qadeer says, 
‘Pakistani cities follow a hybrid form of modernization similar to other Third World 
societies.’44 Nowhere is this ‘hybridity’ of modernity and tradition more apparent than in the 
economic sphere, and as this weighs heavily upon the subject of this paper, it will be discussed 
at length in the subsequent pages.

economIc structure

The dualism of Third World societies has long been recognized. It refers to the coexistence of 
two parallel economies, modes of production, and even cultures, in a society: one, relatively 
large, impersonal, formal, relying on industrial technology and bureaucratic organization (what 
Geertz called the ‘firm sector’); the second, family-based, rooted in interpersonal relations, and 
using labour-intensive indigenous technology (what Geertz called the ‘bazaar sector’). ‘This 
duality, which has emerged in the last 50–100 years under the direct influence of colonial rule, 
is a structural condition of Third World economies and is equally evident in their cities.’45 
However, it is important to point out that Geertz’s model of Third World urban economy is 
not by any means bipolar; instead, it emphasizes ‘the continuum of activities which existed 
between these two extremes (i.e. the firm, or modern sector, and the bazaar, or traditional 
sector).’46 That means that the two sectors do not exist in a vacuum, but ‘continually 
interpenetrate each other.’ This particular perspective, articulated by Qadeer in ‘Proposition 
8’ of his book ‘Lahore: Urban Development in the Third World’, is adopted throughout this 
paper.
 The Androon Shehr has long been considered a ‘city within a city’, a ‘self-sufficient’, almost 
‘insular’ urban unit. These various labels owe much to the distinct ‘pre-industrial, Indo-
Muslim’ architecture of the Androon Shehr, as has already been discussed. Yet, the Androon 
Shehr is a dynamic community, especially amenable to economic and social change in the 
aftermath of Independence. This is evidenced by the fact that some of the aforementioned 
archetypal features have already disappeared, or are fast fading away, in a clear response to the 
imposition of modern, Western, capitalist structures (the firm economy) onto indigenous 
structures (the bazaar economy), a process which began during the colonial era.
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 Within the Androon Shehr (as is the case in every Third World city) both firm and bazaar 
sectors operate simultaneously. The most visible firm-sector professions in the Shehr are those 
belonging to the lower ‘tiers’—the supervisors, clerks, salesmen and so on, whereas the bazaar 
elements are represented at almost every level, from workshop owners to artisans, hakims 
(homeopathic doctors) and beggars (see Figure 5, pg 23). The objective of this project is to 
investigate the impact of the firm sector upon the traditional sector in the context of the 
Androon Shehr, by studying specific bazaar-sector professions and the manner in which they 
have responded to modernity. Before going further, however, it is pertinent to define what 
exactly constitutes a bazaar-sector or ‘traditional’ occupation.
 Most traditional bazaar-type outlets are producer-retailers and run by family enterprises, 
producing and selling commodities to the middle-class mass-market, using locally produced 
raw materials.47 Shop-owners work with their hands alongside employees; an owner is both a 
mistri (master craftsman) and an ustad (teacher) for apprentices learning the trade.48

 Additionally, an International Labour Organization (ILO) study has identified six key 
characteristics that distinguish between the bazaar and firm sectors, which can likewise be used 
to define ‘traditional professions’ (as opposed to ‘firm-sector’ professions)49:

•	 Ease	of	entry	into	an	industry
•	 Reliance	on	indigenous	resources
•	 Family	ownership	of	enterprises
•	 Small-scale	operation
•	 Labour-intensive	and	adapted	technology
•	 Skills	acquired	outside	formal	education	system

Of course, it should be remembered that these points are theoretical generalizations, and need 
not necessarily apply to each and every case that is studied. However, it will be useful to return 
to them as basic parameters for the analysis; the last two points, in particular, are considered 
definitive features of any bazaar-sector occupation.
 Before moving on to the next section, it is imperative to highlight that the professions 
presented in this chapter have undergone drastic transformations since colonial times; what is 
documented in the following pages is but an imperfect glimpse of a salvaged skill. Blake and 
Lawless describe the historical course of the traditional-sector aptly:

There was little division of labour, and from raw material to finished product the process was often 
in the hands of one man. Industrial linkages were simple: the potter, for example, acquired his clay 
and fuel from the local countryside, copper oxide from the coppersmith, and what few tools he might 
use from the carpenter. From the 18th century onwards, however, as European merchants set up 
businesses and began to import European factory goods in bulk, this mode of production became 
increasingly uneconomic. The effect was disastrous for many of the producer-retailers and the craft 
guilds.50
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InvestIgatIon & analysIs

‘This is all I’ve been taught. It’s the only way I know to make a living.’

– Mansur Shahnawaz, Board-game Maker

recollectIon & re-evaluatIon

Faqir Saifuddin has read neither sociology nor urban theory, but experience is enough for him 
to comprehend the dialectics of the dualistic society in which he lives. Saifuddin, a scion of 
the illustrious Faqir family of Lahore, is the only descendant of Faqir Azizuddin, favourite 
minister at Ranjit Singh’s court, who still resides at his ancestral haveli—now known as the 
Faqir Khana Museum—in Bazaar-e-Hakimah, off Bhaati Gate. Seated on a 126 year-old wicker 
chair in his cavernous drawing room with the shadows of bygone wars dancing on the peeling 
yellow walls, he says, his voice tinged with a heart-felt wistfulness, ‘Lahore (i.e. the Androon 
Shehr) is not what it used to be.’ His reminiscences provide a ready list of interesting bazaar-
professions practiced in the Shehr, some ‘dying’ or ‘forgotten’, and some already lost to the 
ravages of time, and modernization. These include:

1. Kite and dor (string) makers, once quite populous at Bhaati Gate
2. Marasis, or caste-musicians and singers, and ‘classical’ dancing girls, formerly found in 

Heera Mandi
3. Lori-walay (lullaby singers), wandering minstrels whom people used to summon to their 

homes to put their children to sleep
4. Daiis, or midwives, who delivered babies at home
5. Hakims, or homeopaths, who prescribed patients natural and often ritualistic remedies
6. Julahay, or weavers, who spun cotton and silk for domestic use
7. Lohars (ironsmiths), who specialized in making high-quality swords and weapons, and 

other metal-smiths, such as brass and copper-workers
8. Mochis, or cobblers, who not only repaired shoes but manufactured them by hand
9. Katibs, or calligraphers, who scripted for Urdu, Persian and Arabic documents, books 

and newspapers

Some of these occupations have become extinct due to an obvious ‘historical inevitability’, for 
e.g. the sword-makers and weavers, while others have also, but for less obvious reasons, for e.g. 
the Lori-walay and the Daiis. Shoemakers, calligraphers, musicians and brass-workers shall all 
be discussed in the following pages, in addition to miniature-painters, jewellers and toy-makers.
 Given the dualistic economy of the Androon Shehr, these trades and crafts have undoubtedly 
assimilated modern elements, in one way or the other, as per Qadeer’s ‘Proposition 8’. The 
level of assimilation, however, varies across different occupations. ‘Most of these [Third World, 
postcolonial] cities appear to be a mixture of ancient, traditional elements, and of modern 
elements of a purely Western pattern; of Western acculturation taking place in some respects, 
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and a ‘re-Orientalising’ process taking place in others.’51 Extrapolating from this framework 
for Middle Eastern cities, the three trends that emerge from the case studies presented in this 
paper can be classified in the following terms: adaptation, exclusivity, and antiquation, or 
re-Orientalisation.

exclusIvIty: the nIche market

‘I don’t care about the mass-made products sold on the market. My customers are loyal to me.’

– Nur Mohammad, Shoemaker

According to economic theory, a business that focuses on a ‘niche market’ is catering to the 
demand for a product or service that is not being addressed by mainstream providers. A niche 
market, hence, may be thought of as an ‘exclusive’ or ‘narrowly defined group of potential 
customers’. Certain businesses or trades that did not necessarily start out as niche markets may 
find themselves in that situation with the passage of time, due to the introduction of ‘disruptive 
technologies’—i.e. industrial mass-production techniques, an outcome of modernity and 
capitalism—that eventually overturn the existing technology, or replace the status quo product 
in the market.52

 Based on research done for this paper in the Androon Shehr, it can be concluded that the 
traditional crafts of shoemaking, toy-making and brassware, faced with growing competition 
from the industrialized sector and (in certain cases) alternative mass-made products, have now 
entered the category of ‘niche’ businesses. These crafts are under serious threat from the 
modernizing influences that have penetrated the Walled City, putting at risk the livelihoods 
of the traditional craftsmen—indeed, the very future of their trades.

case study: nur mohammad the shoemaker

At the Lahore Wholesale Shoe Market in Shah Alami, the image of a self-sufficient artisan-
cobbler sitting at an anvil pounding a piece of leather appears entirely anachronistic. The 
mochis of yesteryear have clearly been transplanted by simple salesmen, selling everything from 
Bata to Servis53 to multifarious local factory-produced brands, who know nothing about the 
process of shoemaking and have no primordial ties to the industry. Nur Mohammad is among 
the rare species of producer-retailer cobblers that still survive.
 His threadbare little shop in Shah Alami is over 25 years old, and was previously managed 
by his Chacha (father’s brother), under whose apprenticeship Nur Mohammad learnt the family 
trade 17 years ago. The shop produces and sells traditional men’s leather footwear, primarily 
Peshawari chappals and khussas. It is a modest business, with not more than 15–20 ready-to-
buy pairs of shoes on display at any time. This isn’t surprising, considering the manifold 
constraints on the supply of the product, not least of all the time and effort consumed in 
crafting each pair by hand. As a result, the selling price of each pair of shoes at Nur 
Mohammad’s is much higher—Rs 800 on average—than of those available in the neighbouring 
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retail shops, as well as popular stores outside the Androon Shehr that also specialize in traditional 
footwear, such as Khussa Mahal in Liberty.
 It is startling how, in the face of such stiff, almost overpowering competition from the 
industrialized sector, which has not been at all kind to manual producers of consumer goods 
(for e.g. weavers, Julahay), Nur Mohammad’s shoemaking-shop is still in business. Nur 
Mohammad himself is brusquely confident. ‘I do not care about the mass-produced shoes sold 
in the retail stores or who buys them. My clients know that the quality, durability and comfort 
of the shoes they purchase from Nur Mohammad cannot be found anywhere in the mass 
market. They are loyal to me. People often say that this trade is now useless, and has no 
future—but I call them ignorant and lazy. Shoemaking is a skill to be proud of, and I would 
not give it up to sell flimsy factory-made shoes in somebody else’s store. There is no izzat 
(respect) in that. As long as I am assured of my regular customers, I will keep making these 
shoes.’
 But, in spite of his optimism in the future of his trade, Nur Mohammad confesses that his 
own sons do not intend to pursue their father’s profession. ‘My children, unlike me, have had 
the opportunity to go to school and gain an education. They deserve better-paying jobs and 
a better life.’ In their stead, he has by his side the son of a neighbour, who approached Nur 
Mohammad for apprenticeship due to lack of employment options. This does not seem to 
bother Nur Mohammad—whether within the family or without, he believes that his trade will 
carry on, and that is what matters. Looking around at the cut-rate joggers smuggled in from 
China, the second-hand hiking boots carted in from Landa Bazaar,54 the fresh-smelling black 
leather chappals in their labelled Bata boxes, rows upon rows lining the display tables of the 
retail shops in the Lahore Wholesale Shoe Market, one wonders how long Nur Mohammed’s 
customers will maintain their loyalty.

case study: the potter Brothers

A visit to the pottery workshop at Bhaati Gate reveals a story similar to Nur Mohammad’s. 
The potter cousins Nazar Hussain and Muhammad Ijaz, sitting on their haunches under a 
bamboo shelter in their smithy of clay, claim that their family has been in the pottery business 
for over a century. Till only about 10 years ago, the family specialized in making clay water-
vessels (matkas) and cooking utensils—‘A Sunnat,55 mind you, to eat from clay dishes, good 
and wholesome for the body, it is’, Muhammad Ijaz remarks. Now, however, most people (the 
inhabitants of the Shehr included) prefer to use crockery made of steel, plastic, ceramic, and 
other more ‘durable’ materials. There are still some people who use mitti key bartan (clay 
dishes), of course, but because the demand for these items is almost negligible, the potters’ 
family has adjusted by diversifying their wares. They had limited options, one of which was 
children’s toys, mainly lattus or tops, since it is an object that can be easily fashioned on the 
potter’s wheel. Nazr Hussain estimates that each of the two men produce about 600–700 lattus 
per day, which amounts to an unreasonably large number, but the cousins explain that it is 
because the objects are so cheaply made and easily broken, and hence dispensable.
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 The only problem, though, is that children don’t play with lattus as much as they used to, 
whether made of clay or plastic. It is a wonder that the family is surviving on making and 
selling clay tops alone, especially since ‘modern’ forms of entertainment for children, such as 
open-air billiards and video-gaming cafés, have so visibly penetrated the alleys of the Shehr.
 These rapid changes the potter brothers acknowledge—they themselves predict that the 
traditional toy industry, like the pottery industry before it, will dwindle away within their own 
generation. ‘The only reason we are still doing this is because there is little else we can do. It 
is not so easy finding a foothold in the formal retail sector, for any kind of product. You need 
an enormous initial investment to rent out a shop and buy your preliminary stocks, and we 
don’t have that kind of money. Besides, we like working with our hands. You can never get 
the same satisfaction from being a salesperson or a middle-man.
 ‘Still, we’re not shying away from the facts. Our family craft is not going to carry on much 
longer, and though our children occasionally help us out, we don’t want to encourage them 
to stay in this field. They are young, and have more opportunities than we do at our age. We 
don’t want them to spend their lives earning a pittance in a clay pit. By the way,’ the potter 
brothers add, ‘we also make anaar-patakhay (firecrackers).’ They conclude the conversation by 
narrating, verbatim, the home-made formula for barood (gunpowder), and one cannot help 
marvelling at their resourcefulness.

case study: mansur shahnawaz the Board-game maker

Clay tops may not be as popular with children anymore, but can the same be said of other 
kinds of ‘native’ games and toys in the Androon Shehr? Take, for instance, Mansur Shahnawaz’s 
shop at Delhi Gate. Mansur Shahnawaz is a person with rarely encountered skills—he makes 
wooden board games. His specialty is the Carom Board and Ludo—both ancient games 
indigenous to the subcontinent—while other wooden sports equipment, such as cricket bats 
and badminton rackets, are also available at his humble 35-year old shop. He obtains his tools 
and raw materials, mainly wood, carpentry and geometrical instruments, and different-coloured 
ink and paint, at cost-price from Sialkot. The tiny room at the back of his shop serves as his 
wood-forge, where he oversees the cutting, shaping, welding, waxing and polishing of the wood 
into boards of different textures, colours and sizes. Then, Shahnawaz himself administers the 
compass, rulers and drawing scales on the glossy boards, drawing the time-honoured patterns 
of the game in fresh hues of red, blue, black and green with the dexterity and precision of an 
engineer. The process is fascinating, and 15 years of practice has made Shahnawaz an expert 
at his craft. His is the only shop in the area that produces and sells hand-made games 
equipment, mostly upon order, though a modest number of items are on display for immediate 
purchase as well. Most of the orders come from outside the Shehr, from middle- to upper-class 
board game enthusiasts. Demand for these games within the Shehr is minimal—partly due, 
perhaps, to the high price of each custom-made piece (Rs 600 on average for a medium-sized 
game), relative to the much cheaper cardboard versions (especially of Ludo), locally 
manufactured and easily available. The emergence of alternative entertainment options, such 
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as the pool/billiards ‘clubs’ that have suddenly mushroomed across the Walled City, where 
individuals or entire groups of boys play for a small fee, also present serious competition to 
the pastime of board games within the Shehr. Shahnawaz is well aware of the changing trends; 
for that reason, he also supplies his board games to large departmental stores outside the Shehr.
 Now, while the demand for the wooden Ludo board has all but disappeared, for reasons 
mentioned above, the demand for the wooden Carom board still exists (albeit an exclusive 
kind), because industrial techniques have not yet produced a cheaper alternative to the wooden 
version. However, in spite of the ubiquitous nature of Ludo, and to a lesser degree the Carom, 
board games, globally, are no longer a mass form of leisure, least of all in the Androon Shehr. 
The only difference is that while most board games today, for e.g. Scrabble, Monopoly, Cluedo 
and Ludo, are made in factories (including certain ‘brands’ of the Carom), for Mansur 
Shahnawaz, an individual producer-retailer, the consequences of declining demand and 
increasing competition are unequivocally direct and personal: ‘This is the only work I know 
how to do.’ Though the fact that his small games shop is still around—that this unique skill 
is still being practiced—gives one hope, it is becoming increasingly difficult to make any 
predictions about the future.

case study: the kashmIr museum

The ‘Kashmir Museum’ is the only brass shop in the whole of Kasehra or Brass Bazaar, which, 
today, is a shady, circuitous alley twinkling left and right with glossy silverware till as far as the 
eye can see—the name ‘Stainless Steel Bazaar’ would have been far more descriptive. According 
to Ustad Babar Butt, proud proprietor of the Kashmir Museum, his family has been in the 
brass-business for 175 years, ‘first in Srinagar, where we are originally from, then here in Lahore, 
where we migrated in 1902. We, the Butt family of the Androon Shehr, are the oldest suppliers 
of brass objects in the entire city’.
 Though most of his wares are antiques, collected over the years in the course of the family’s 
travels and various deals and bargains, Babar Butt also owns a workshop, in the basement of 
the Sonehri Masjid, where new brass objects, mostly large cooking pots (daigs), are still 
manually produced, by hired workers. These are used primarily to prepare langar, the daily 
distribution of free food at the Data Durbar,56 while smaller, narrow-necked brass matkas are 
used by door-to-door milkmen (gawalahs). Still, he reminisces, ‘There was a time, just some 
30 years ago, when every respectable, khandani household in the Shehr used copper and brass 
utensils in their kitchens. Grandmothers will tell you that these metals have powers to ward 
off evil. Whether you believe that or not, it is quite true that food cooked in these vessels 
absorbs certain trace minerals and elements in the metal that are beneficial to health. It also 
tastes much better, as any one who has eaten from a daig very well knows. At that time, our 
shop was just one among many brass shops in this bazaar’.
 So then why have people stopped using brass utensils at home? ‘Well, before answering that, 
I’ll have to tell you that brass dishes have to be coated all over with tin before they can be used 
for cooking and eating—this is meant to protect the acidic properties of the food reacting to 
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the metal. The dishes need to be re-coated every month to account for the wear and tear of 
daily use. This process is called kalai. When people still used brass dishes, a kalai-gar would 
go door-to-door every month with his tools to re-coat each household’s utensils. But now that 
new, cheaper, and more convenient materials like stainless steel and plastic have been 
developed, the trends have changed, and people no longer want to bother with the expense of 
brass dishes and kalai and what not. The kalai-walah has long since disappeared.
 ‘Still, within the Shehr, there are people, the old families, who continue to use brassware in 
their kitchens, because they consider it healthier than using plastic or stainless steel. I don’t 
think that is going to change.’ The observable facts—such as the profusion of stainless steel 
shops in Kasehra Bazaar—seem to tell a different story

analysIs

What the case studies show is that modern technology and production methods have clearly 
disrupted the traditional shoemaking, pottery, toy-making and brass industries in the Androon 
Shehr, in two specific ways.
 First, in the case of shoes and board games, ‘niche marketing’ has occurred due to the 
‘overturning of existing technology’, or the adoption of mechanized techniques to manufacture 
the same products. Today, Peshawari chappals, Ludos and even Carom boards can be replicated 
almost exactly on the assembly line, and at a much cheaper and faster rate. Though traditional 
footwear or board games are not likely to ever become ‘extinct’, or even specialty items, the 
skill of manually creating these products has itself become a niche market, not the products 
themselves. Nur Mohammad the cobbler is dependent entirely on an exclusive clientele who, 
for individualistic and emotional rather than economic reasons, continue to patronize his shop. 
Mansur Shahnawaz is still in business because he continues to get orders from out-of-Shehr 
game enthusiasts. As the situation stands, these craftsmen will remain devoted to their trades 
as long as their earnings are just enough to keep their households running, even if not sufficient 
to ensure any socio-economic mobility. The reasons for this range from a familial attachment 
and pride in the profession to a lack of non-specialized skills and other work options. These 
occupations face the risk of being forced out of the market eventually, due to the increasing 
cost of overheads and raw materials, coupled with the burgeoning of cheaper alternatives and 
changes in customer tastes—which seems the more plausible possibility.
 In the case of pottery and brassware, on the other hand, as well as the traditional toy 
industry in general (including board games and lattus), niche marketing has occurred due to 
a change in the status quo product. Mitti key bartan, brass and copper utensils, clay lattus and 
board games are no longer in popular demand because they have been replaced by entirely 
new products. Plastic, ceramic and stainless steel have appropriated the position of both clay 
and brass/copper as the preferable material for domestic kitchen ware. Outside the household, 
the demand for brass utensils (such as daigs and matkas) is confined for ceremonies, and to 
public kitchens and milkmen, which again constitute a niche market. As far as toys and games 
are concerned, indoor entertainment options for children as well as adults abound in the 
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Androon Shehr, from television to video games to billiards. Even in the footwear industry, 
multiple choices (apart from traditional styles) are now available, such as sneakers, Velcro 
sandals and rubber slippers. People visibly enjoy and avail of these new choices, and while cost 
is indeed a significant factor that shapes their demand, fashion is another, and perhaps more 
important consideration. In these particular examples, the ‘older’ products themselves have 
become exclusive or niche items. Their diminished though continual consumption can be 
explained, not in economic terms, but in terms of the customers’ personal tastes, conditioned 
by tradition and perhaps nostalgia. Observation suggests, though, that these factors are not 
likely to persist in the coming generations.
 Nur Mohammad, the potter brothers, Mansur Shahnawaz and Babar Butt no doubt 
appreciate the fact that their skills or products are, for all practical purposes, becoming obsolete. 
They only remain in their present occupations because of their familial legacy and professional 
pride, and because there is little else they know how to do. In spite of the optimism expressed 
by Nur Mohammad the shoemaker and Babar Butt of the Kashmir Museum, the fact that all 
these craftsmen (excepting Babar Butt) do not want their children to carry on their trade reveals 
their own extremely low socio-economic condition, and suggests that these particular trades 
may not be profitable or viable enough to survive in the future, even as niche markets. This 
fact may also play a causal role in the complete disappearance, over time, of these skills and 
products from the Androon Shehr, which is today their last refuge.
 The exception, in this case, is the seller of brass-wares Babar Butt, who vociferously claims 
that his sons have a ‘bright future’ ahead of them in their family trade. His situation, as a 
proprietor rather than a mistri (craftsman) himself, appears much more rewarding than that 
of the potter brothers endlessly making lattus in their smithy of clay or of the shoemaker bent-
double and labouring for hours on a single pair of khussas. Yet, Butt Sahib would not make 
such a claim if his shop catered to the demand of a local niche market for brass utensils alone 
(refer to page 43 of Antiquation for a further discussion on brass ware).
 Thus, as the four case studies display, certain traditional occupations in the Androon Shehr 
have transformed from catering to the mass market to catering to a niche market. This is the 
direct result of the modernization of industry, the introduction of new—‘disruptive’—
technologies to create existing products, or manufacture substitutes. As these cheap factory-
produced goods flood the markets of the Androon Shehr, the manual producers have two paths 
left to them: being utterly overwhelmed by the competition, they abandon their family trade 
altogether, which is the fate that befell the brass shops in Kasehra Bazaar, the mochis of Shah 
Alami and the potters of Bhaati, whose discarded baking furnaces remain to tell the tale. The 
second option, and one that is rarely pursued, is that the craftsmen remain in the market by 
capitalizing on the very uniqueness of their skill and product. Becoming a niche business, 
however, may simply be the last survival strategy of a trade that must ultimately fade away, or 
risk losing all of its practical value, unless it is drastically reinvented and expanded beyond the 
confines of the Shehr, to appeal to a wider, more affluent audience.
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antIquatIon—the ‘re-orIentalIsatIon’ oF tradItIon

‘I would of course like to teach my sons this trade, but we both know 
that there is no future for art as a profession.’

– Shakil Ahmad, Miniature Painter

While the term ‘Orientalisation’ refers to the Western practice of typecasting unfamiliar, non-
Western societies, cultures and peoples under ‘exotic’ or romanticized labels, ‘re-Orientalisation’ 
is ‘indigenous’, i.e. it implies the internalization and propagation of Western, colonial 
stereotypes by the ‘Orientals’ themselves. In the present context, this means that certain 
traditional trades or crafts, unfamiliar and hence ‘exotic’ to the West and to indigenous elites 
alike, are stripped of their functionality and utility and ‘preserved’ only as antiquated skills in 
Art Schools or museums. As Bajwa says, ‘In the colonial discourse only the Androon Shehr of 
the Middle Ages existed. Its manifestation in colonial times was possible only in the artistic 
appreciation of the ‘bygone’ declared crafts and skills.’57 These are crafts that have been most 
directly and detrimentally impacted by modernization, and would have disappeared altogether, 
as a ‘historic inevitability’, were they not retained as ‘relics’ or ‘curiosities’ by the colonizers, 
and later the indigenous elites. Today, the three examples of ‘antiquation’ discussed below—
calligraphy, miniature painting and brass ornaments—are in no danger of extinction, but 
represent an ironic trend in the transformation of traditional occupations.

case study: sher zaman the callIgrapher

In the exhibition gallery at the Naqsh School of Arts at Bhaati Gate, a saintly-looking Sher 
Zaman sits at his desk surrounded by all the paraphernalia of his craft and the most exquisite 
characters flowing from his fingers. Sher Zaman has been practicing calligraphy (khataati) since 
1968, when he first learnt the trade at Lohari Gate under the apprenticeship of Sufi Khurshid 
Alam, the resident calligraphy-maestro of the Androon Shehr at the time. ‘In those days, 
calligraphers were in high demand by Urdu newspapers. They were employed to write the 
original text for each paper, as computers had not yet been introduced in the publishing 
industry. I also started my professional career working at a local Urdu daily, the Aufaq.’
 Eventually, when an Urdu font-set was developed for word-processing use on the computer, 
it became much more efficient to produce Urdu newspapers electronically, eliminating the 
need for calligraphers altogether. Sher Zaman was then hired by a well-known packaging firm 
to write the lettering on product packages, such as matchboxes. This, however, was hardly a 
permanent job, for it was only a matter of time before computerized printing technologies 
replaced skilled wordsmiths in every practical field. Sher Zaman finally found a lasting position 
as a calligraphy teacher at the Naqsh School of Arts. Here, he serves as ustad to a dedicated 
class of twelve students, and at times produces pieces himself for specific clients.
 Sher Zaman, as someone who has personally experienced the process of the antiquation of 
a trade, finds his situation ironic, though not unpleasant. ‘I enjoy my work. I am glad that at 
least I did not have to give up my craft completely. My students (shagird) are extremely 
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hardworking and talented, and it is a pleasure to teach them. Sometimes,’ he adds, ‘I think it 
quite strange that these young boys and girls should be so enthusiastic about my art, while my 
own children consider it useless and not worth learning. But then,’ he smiles poignantly, ‘I 
suppose they are right. Even my students at the school would agree. Why else would I be 
sitting here?’
 That calligraphy no longer has any functional value is obvious; the fact that it is now being 
formally taught as part of a school curriculum suggests that it possesses a positive future, not 
as a profession, but as an art. This future is determined by the tastes of the indigenous elites, 
who consider it ‘fashionable’ to patronize local arts and display them in frames on the walls 
of their homes. Yet, even Sher Zaman would argue that this re-Orientalisation is far better 
than extinction, which, in the case of calligraphy, could have been a historic inevitability.

case study: mInIature paIntIng

Located on the upper story of the Naqsh School of Arts is Shakil Ahmad’s miniature painting 
studio and classroom, chockfull with diligent students and price-tagged paintings. Now a 
popular commercial art form, Shakil Ahmad recalls that, contrary to common perception, there 
was a time when miniature painting had a more than decorative purpose. ‘My ancestors served 
as court artists to the Mughals,’ he says with matter-of-fact dignity. ‘When the emperor 
Humayun sent for the sons of the two leading painting families of Iran to come to Delhi, my 
forefather, Mir Syed Ali Tabrezi, was among them. At court, the task of the painter—for 
miniature painting was the mainstream technique—was not to produce ornaments. It was to 
record history. That is what miniature paintings depict.’
 With the advent of British rule, miniature painting drastically declined, and the painting 
families, Shakil Ahmad’s included, were forced to find other work. ‘In the absence of a royal 
court, miniature paintings had no usefulness’. At Partition, Shakil Ahmad’s family migrated 
to Lahore, though independence from the British did not bring about any immediate 
improvement in the status of their trade. ‘We stopped painting altogether, and my father took 
up photography instead, opening up a studio called the Pakistan Art Studio, on Nisbat Road, 
which was the first of its kind in the city.’
 The family still operates the photography studio; however, the past two decades have seen 
a conscious ‘revival’ of Pakistan’s ‘lost’ heritage and arts. Miniature painting has gained 
particular popularity, with entire departments dedicated to it at several local art schools. Today, 
Shakil Ahmad’s family is the last practicing family left in this field in Lahore—his uncle Ustad 
Shujah Ullah, and his cousin Ustad Bashir, both taught at the National College of Arts (NCA) 
in succession, while Shakil Ahmad himself has been employed at the Naqsh School for the 
past 7 years. In spite of the growing marketability of miniature paintings, Shakil Ahmad admits 
that he does not want to push his children into the field of ‘arts’. ‘I would like to teach my 
sons, of course, but you and I both know that there is no future for miniature painting as a 
profession—it is now merely a skill that one passes on to others, like I do, or that one practices 
as a hobby or pastime. We are naturally very proud of our lineage and family trade, but it is 
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also natural for our children to want to pursue other disciplines. They want to go to school 
and college. They want to study subjects like economics. At the end of the day, one has to 
earn a living to feed the family, and that you cannot do by painting pictures.’
 Thus, when faced with economic realities, even matters of pride and prestige seem to take 
a back seat for families who have been practicing these crafts for generations. For Shakil 
Ahmad, the essence of his trade is irrecoverable.

case study: kashmIr museum (contInued)

The Kashmir Museum in Kasehra Bazaar provides new brass and copper products to a niche 
market, as discussed earlier. However, it is also is a veritable cornucopia of antiques, which is 
why it becomes relevant to analyse it from the perspective of re-Orientalisation. With shelves 
piled up to the ceiling with brass, copper and tin-coated objects—everything from bowls, 
glasses, pitchers and plant-pots to lanterns, daggers, shields, hookahs and ornamental animals—
it is easy to see why the place is called a museum. Certain ‘antique’ objects also made upon 
order, often embellished with calligraphy and artistic motifs, for both local customers outside 
the Shehr and foreign buyers. Babar Butt the proprietor also exports his wares to Italy, and has 
visited the country several times.
 Evidently, the Butt business is doing as well as it may have in 1902, or even better; the fact 
that brass- and copper-ware seems to have lost much of its former household utility, as 
previously discussed, does not seem to be an issue for Babar Butt, since profits continue to 
stream in through his newfound rich art-loving clientele, at home and abroad. ‘However you 
choose to look at it, my sons have a prosperous future ahead of them in this industry!’ He 
bustles around, displaying catalogue pictures of his products in big velvet-covered albums and 
bringing out enormous urns with Kufic engravings from dusty corners. It doesn’t matter if his 
shop is called a ‘Museum’. The overall demand for brass and copper objects, if not strong at 
the household level within the Shehr, is strong enough from wealthy families outside the Shehr, 
as well as from foreign collectors and antique-enthusiasts, for Butt Sahib to want his children 
to carry on the age-old family business. Professional and ancestral pride in his work is even 
stronger—and perhaps too idealistic.

analysIs

The trend towards antiquation represents those occupations that have found a foothold for 
themselves within a modern economy, albeit devoid of their original purpose. The occupations 
presented in the case studies (excluding brassware) did not historically ‘produce’ consumer 
‘goods’. Unlike the mochis, potters and brass-smiths in the exclusivity discussion, calligraphers 
and miniature painters were never producer-retailers. Rather, they provided their skills to 
different industries (such as the newspaper industry) or, in the latter case, to a royal court. 
Both these occupations, hence, were thoroughly influenced by time and events and less so by 
consumer tastes and market demand, as they did not ever directly supply to a mass market.
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 For instance, the skill of calligraphy—hand-writing Urdu and Arabic script—was pivotal 
to the newspaper and packaging industries before the advent of computers in the field. Once 
the services of the calligrapher were no longer needed, he did not (like a shoemaker or potter) 
have the option of ‘producing’ calligraphic newspapers himself for a niche market. Similarly 
the miniature painter, who essentially served as a visual chronicler or historian to the Mughal 
court and later to the Sikhs, could not, once the royal dynasties were supplanted by the British 
Raj and later by modern democratic governments, go ahead and set up his own shop selling 
miniature paintings. Changes in time and technology rendered such skills entirely useless, so 
much so that even niche marketing was not an alternative—the only reason they survived is 
due, not to the personal efforts of the practitioners, but to the ‘Orientalistic’ attitudes of 
indigenous elites, who decided to ‘resurrect’ these ‘lost’ trades as beautiful but unproductive 
‘arts’. This re-Orientalisation proved to be an auspicious step, even if the only real career that 
calligraphers and miniature painters can today pursue is teaching. Sher Zaman and Shakil 
Ahmad are glad of the opportunity that the Naqsh School has given them, because they realize 
that only by being attached to an academic institution is their survival ensured. The school 
pays them for teaching, as well as for producing commissioned works for specific clients, who 
often approach such art schools for their interior decoration-needs. Today, for the perpetuation 
of these ‘arts’, the question of family enterprise and informally acquired skill—two definitive 
characteristics of bazaar-sector occupations—becomes redundant. Calligraphy and miniature 
painting will doubtlessly carry on for many generations to come, but that is because they have 
ceased to operate in an economy, and have instead been preserved in academia.
 The case of brassware is again an exception. Babar Butt’s shop represents features of both 
exclusivity and antiquation. In the former respect, it caters to the needs of a niche market that 
still uses brass utensils; in the latter, it supplies ‘antique’ copper- and brass-wares to wealthy 
individuals, local and foreign, for their homes or collections. But the antiquation of brass/
copper objects seems to be partially self-imposed by Butt himself, and not the result of 
historical inevitability or external stimuli, as that of calligraphy and miniature painting. Just 
the name of the shop—the Kashmir ‘Museum’—as well as the prohibitive prices of the 
ornaments on display, suggests that Babar Butt deliberately re-Orientalised his own products 
to appeal to a particular class of people. The skill of brass-working is by no means in threat 
of extinction (that a niche market still exists is proof); otherwise it too might have been taught 
at an art school. But Babar Butt, by virtue of being a producer-retailer, has been able to cleverly 
exploit the current craze for ‘antiques’ and hence carve a place for brassware in the arts market 
as well, securing the prosperity of his business for himself as well as his sons. A part of the 
antiquation process is naturally due to modernization, which has indeed inhibited the utility 
of several brass and copper objects (salvers, lamps, weapons and so on); and a part is due to 
the personal resourcefulness of Babar Butt.
 In conclusion, all three occupations, in one way or other, have been transformed from 
utilitarian professions to curiosities or ‘arts’, and now their survival depends solely on the 
maintenance of their aesthetic or decorative value. While the term ‘Orientalisation’ has 
undoubtedly negative implications, such attitudes have at least given these crafts the possibility 
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of a stable, lasting future, even if it is just for ‘art’s sake’. A potential drawback, of course, is 
that these trades, by entering into the ‘colonial discourse’ of romanticism, may come to be 
treated in the same superficial, touristy manner as the rest of the Inner City—manipulating 
the ‘nostalgic image’ while, in the words of Shakil Ahmad, ‘neglecting the reality behind the 
art’.

adaptatIon—the skIlls oF survIval

‘Moving with the times does not mean we give up our craft altogether; we endeavour to improve it.’

– Shahid Baig, Goldsmith

The third trend that emerges from the research refers to those traditional professions that have 
successfully adapted to or assimilated within modernity while retaining their original ‘functions, 
meanings and attitudes’. These are crafts that have eluded the throttling effects of ‘disruptive’ 
technologies and the subsequent relegation to a niche market; they have also not succumbed 
to antiquation or classification as ‘relics’. Instead, occupations such as gold jewellery-making 
and traditional music have benefited from modernization and by the introduction of ‘sustaining 
technology or innovation which improves product performance of established products.’58 
These professions, in a sense, represent all the positive facets of dualism, accommodating both 
traditional and modern elements in a ‘dialectical interaction’ that seems to be the ideal response 
towards the intrusion of a firm economy.

case study: the goldsmIths

In a tiny workshop in the basement of a plaza in Gujjar gali in the old Sarafa or gold bazaar 
near Rang Mahal, Shahid Baig and his younger brother Abid forge their living. Shahid began 
his career in the jewellery trade at the age of 16, making plush jewellery boxes for the outlet 
shops in Sarafa with his father. Today, both brothers work as goldsmiths, producing fine hand-
crafted pieces of jewellery for their family shop, owned by a maternal uncle. They earn a fixed 
percentage of profit for their labour on every piece sold, yet, ‘The gold business is monetarily 
least rewarding for the goldsmith himself. It is the shop-owners who reap the benefits from 
the value-added on finished products.’
 In spite of the fact that the exacting and highly specialized nature of their work is hardly 
commensurate with the financial return, Shahid Baig and his brother are not resentful. ‘Each 
individual has his own way to make a living, and this is the way that we have been taught. 
Our family has been associated with the gold industry for generations. We are proud of our 
skill, and though we can’t hope to make a fortune out of it, at least we earn enough to provide 
for our families.’
 But for their children, the Baig brothers envision greater things—not the painstaking career 
of a goldsmith in a cramped workshop, but the prestige of a proprietor in a glass-paned and 
chandeliered jewellery outlet. The reason for this, however, is not the predicted ‘demise’ of 
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hand-crafted jewellery in the face of competition from the more inexpensive, ‘modern’, 
machine-made jewellery. On the contrary, ‘Since gold jewellery is a luxury item, price is not 
a factor for the customer. What is important is the quality and fineness of the product, and 
in this respect mass-made pieces obviously do not compare. Also, the demand for custom-
designed gold ornaments remains high throughout the year, for weddings and other special 
occasions, especially in this part of the world. So, even if we would prefer that our children 
go into the jewellery-retail sector, that does not mean that jewellery-making as a skill is going 
to die out, or that other people will not enter this trade.’
 In fact, modern factory-produced tools, such as the flex-shaft, flame gas torch, ingot mould 
and so on, have greatly facilitated the work of the goldsmith. The more detailed work, such 
as etching and engraving, as well as the compilation of the final product, is still carried out by 
hand; the difference is that, if previously it would take Shahid Baig a full half-hour to flatten 
a gold nugget on an anvil with a hammer, his apprentice can do it now in five minutes using 
a clamping machine. ‘It’s a big help. And it gives us time to produce a wider variety, and 
volume, of products.’ For instance, the Baig brothers have recently started a line of artificial 
jewellery—a style which has become immensely popular among young women for its 
affordability, practicality and contemporary designs.
 Clearly, handmade jewellery in the Sarafa bazaar continues to flourish, and the occupation 
of the goldsmith, though low-paying, is not under any threat from entirely mechanized 
jewellery-making. Modern tools have spared today’s goldsmiths from much backbreaking 
labour; still, the Baig brothers carry the dreams of dazzling shops in their eyes.

case study: the taBla-makers

Rafaqat Ali, the owner of the shop ‘Zeenat Mosiqui’ in Bhaati Gate, has a right to be proud 
of his profession. His shop specializes in the production of the tabla, an ancient and arguably 
the most popular percussion instrument in South Asia; and his family hails from the Punjabi 
village of Dhonkal, the historical centre of high-quality tabla construction for over 300 years.
 Sitting on the floor of his tiny shop surrounded by a group of eager relatives and apprentices, 
Rafaqat Ali relates, ‘Following Partition, many of our Dhonkal based-craftsmen shifted to 
Lahore, and settled in the Heera Mandi area.’ Rafaqat Ali’s shop is the oldest in the vicinity 
of Bhaati, and sells a variety of other traditional percussion instruments, including the dhol, 
dholak and daphli. The Dhonkal clan has not solely restricted itself to instrument-making, but 
also boasts of tabla maestros, such as the late Ustad Bashir Hussain Goga, Rafaqat Ali’s uncle, 
and a tabla player of great acclaim. Rafaqat Ali himself is a proficient player, and instructs his 
more promising young apprentices (mostly children from his particular gharana59) in both 
skills.
 The tabla constitutes an integral part of South Asian classical, religious and film music, and 
the torchbearers of Dhonkal, such as Rafaqat Ali, are intensely proud of their heritage. For 
them, the notion of ‘diversifying’ their products or discontinuing the khandani pesha (family 
profession) in the next generation is almost sacrilegious: ‘The tabla will live forever. It can 
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never go out of style.’ While the popularity of strictly traditional forms of music has dwindled 
among the masses, Lollywood60 (and Bollywood) songs have made the tabla ubiquitous. More 
significantly, it has found a new mode of expression in mainstream, contemporary music, at 
home and abroad: ‘The tabla sounds as good accompanied to a guitar and keyboard as to a 
harmonium or sitar.’ This is due to the distinct tonal quality of the instrument, derived mainly 
from the complex manner in which it is crafted.
 The versatility of the tabla and the growing fad for ‘fusion’ and ‘world music’ has brought 
in substantial revenues for Rafaqat Ali and other tabla-making families, and Zeenat Mosiqui 
has greatly benefited from the recent surge in export demand for instruments from Europe, 
the Middle East and the USA. The shop is also a favourite haunt for foreigners and local 
visitors and musicians, not to mention journalists. Instinctively twiddling his fingers over a 
half-made dayaan (right) drum, with reverent eyes fixed on a black-and-white framed 
photograph of the late Ustad Goga, Rafaqat Ali gives one the assurance that the craft of tabla-
making and the art of tabla-playing are indeed timeless.

analysIs

The phenomenon of adaptation, or the assimilation of traditional occupations within a 
dualistic economy, is conditioned by two key factors: the nature of the occupation, and the 
nature of technological changes within the relevant industry.
 The goldsmiths have been able to successfully adapt to modernity because, firstly, their 
product—gold jewellery—is not an item of mass consumption. It is rather a service, and hence 
needs to be personal and small-scale. A handmade jewellery industry exists even in Western 
countries, the difference being that that caters to the demands of a very exclusive clientele—a 
niche market—while ordinary people prefer to wear artificial jewellery. On the other hand, 
gold jewellery is very much a part of South Asian culture, worn by middle and upper-class 
women on a daily basis; it is also the most crucial investment on the occasion of weddings, 
which again are celebrated far more extravagantly than in the West, at all social levels. So, 
while gold jewellery is not a strictly ‘consumer’ product like shoes or kitchen utensils—items 
which a person cannot do without—it is not a strictly ‘luxury’ item either, like a fancy car, 
which an ordinary person can buy maybe once in a lifetime. Real jewellery instead can be 
called a ‘consumer luxury’—expensive, not absolutely indispensable, yet vastly popular. Such 
products do not suffer from modernization as the others, previously discussed.
 The second reason for this, related to the first, is the nature of the modernization process 
itself. While both artificial and real jewellery is mass-produced in factories, the far superior 
quality of handcrafted real jewellery—a determining factor in any luxury purchase, especially 
precious metals—eliminates factory-competition altogether. The Baig brothers also produce 
handcrafted artificial jewellery, though this particular style is more susceptible to the ‘sweep’ 
of ‘capitalistic’ mass-production, practicality rather than quality being a greater concern for 
the customer. More importantly, the introduction of modern technology into the jewellery 
industry has proved to be ‘sustaining’, not ‘disruptive’, for the goldsmiths of the Androon Shehr. 
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The various casting and soldering tools the Baig brothers use to assist in the jewellery-making 
process are affordable, and allow for greater efficiency, improving their established products 
instead of replacing them.
 Similarly, the tabla-makers and players continue to thrive, owing firstly to the nature of 
their profession. Music is a leisure commodity, a form of mass entertainment for which there 
is perpetual demand, the cultural legacy of the sub-continent notwithstanding. Thus, the 
demand for all kinds of instrument-makers and players is likely to persist, for variety is the life 
force of the entertainment industry. On the other hand, it may appear that traditional music 
(including Lollywood) is being supplanted by pop and rock, and the tabla along with it, 
substituted by Western-style percussion instruments like the drums. While the original use of 
the tabla in classical and religious music (for e.g. the qawwali) has diminished, traditional styles 
still retain popularity in certain prominent circles, or have reinvented themselves in Lollywood 
and Bollywood.
 Moreover, modernization has affected the music industry in a very different way—instead 
of squeezing out all indigenous forms of competition, it has incorporated them. Traditional 
instruments like the sitar, and especially the tabla, have permanently entered global 
contemporary culture through the genres of fusion and world music and the fame of 
personalities like Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan and the rock-band Junoon. In an age when people 
crave diversity and originality in entertainment, it is no wonder that the instruments trade in 
the Androon Shehr is flourishing like never before. As these traditional instruments cannot be 
replicated on the assembly line, the craftsmen flourish likewise. Modern music, hence, has 
clearly been a ‘sustaining innovation’ for traditional music.
 That the craft of the goldsmith and the tabla-maker cannot be displaced by modernization 
is evident, for the reasons discussed above. The future of both professions seems to be equally 
positive, and the difference of opinion between the Baig Brothers and Rafaqat Ali over the 
successors to their trade is entirely a matter of personal choice. For the Baig brothers, the 
socio-economic advancement of their children, as jewellery retailers, carries more weight than 
pride in jewellery craftsmanship. Rafaqat Ali, too, is not from anywhere a wealthy bourgeois, 
yet for him the prestige of the tabla is far more important than potential financial return. In 
both cases, however, the transformation of the occupation by modern elements has improved 
the situation of the craftsmen, while preserving the basic technique, function and meaning of 
the product. This successful adaptation represents the ‘hybrid’ form of modernization that is 
a key theoretical feature of Pakistani, and other Third World cities.

conclusIon

‘May the Punjab continue to flourish, Oh God
May You preserve this land of the saints,
May Lahore remain full of bliss, Oh God

Neither plague nor death ever coming upon it.’

– Prince Dara Shikoh, elder brother of Aurangzeb
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At the end of the day, it is clear how certain bazaar-sector professions of the Androon Shehr 
respond to modernity in any of the three particular ways discussed in the previous section. Yet, 
many new questions also emerge, the primary one being: why do those professions respond in 
that particular way? Deducing from the case studies and analysis, the answer depends, first and 
foremost, on the nature of the specific craft. In this respect, the one feature that most heavily 
conditions the response of a traditional occupation to modern elements, at least in the context 
of the present study, is whether it is a producing-retailing or service-providing occupation.
 As the analysis has revealed, the former kind are able to continue operating within the 
dualistic economy, either by adapting or forming niche markets. The latter, however, rely 
almost entirely on supporting traditional socio-economic structures, and so either antiquate or 
fade away completely with the passage of time. At this point, it becomes pertinent to say that 
the changes wrought by modernization are inescapable, thus traditional craftsmen of either 
variety have very little choice as to their survival strategies, and cannot afford to remain in 
isolation.

consumer goods

A traditional craft that produces a good for mass consumption (a consumer good), such as 
clothes, shoes, household utensils and the like, is most likely to be completely supplanted by 
modern industry, or, at best, relegated to a niche market. Consumer products are logically the 
first targets of industrialization in Third World countries because they have mass demand, can 
be easily replicated on the assembly line, require less skilled labour and capital investment to 
manufacture (as opposed to capital goods), and operate in near-‘perfect’ market conditions, 
i.e. price is the main determinant of demand, hence consumers automatically prefer the 
cheaper, factory-made product. This factor alone is enough to drive traditional craftsmen like 
shoemakers, weavers and potters, into extinction. Even their survival as niche businesses is 
precarious, being dependent solely on the loyalty of their customers. Since this loyalty is based 
more on historical ties or custom than practicality, price or fashion, it is more likely to diminish 
over generations, rather than persist or grow.
 Traditional producers of consumer goods that exist in niche markets in the Androon Shehr 
today have two choices available to them if they wish to remain in their original trades. Either 
they can abandon manual techniques and adopt mainstream, mechanized methods to produce 
the same items, expanding their business into the formal sector and beyond the confines of the 
Walled City, like the ‘Ehsan Chappal’ shoemakers of Bano Bazaar (near Anarkali) have done. 
This, in essence, would equate to the demise of the traditional craft. The other option is also 
to enter the firm economy, but as a niche market, capitalizing on the re-Orientalistic attitudes 
of indigenous (and foreign) elites, similar to what Babar Butt of the Kashmir Museum has 
done. This entails maintenance of the manual craft, but with greater diversification—for 
example, Nur Mohammad producing shoes for women and children as well, and in 
contemporary designs, or the potter brothers making ornate clay dishes and sculptures for 
decoration. It also entails better marketing, for example, the mochi and potter opening specialist, 
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‘vintage’ or ‘ethnic’ shops in affluent and fashionable areas of the city, like Gulberg. This is 
necessary, for these traditional niche markets cannot hope to exist for long within the Walled 
City.

luxury goods

A traditional craft that produces an item originally not meant for mass consumption, i.e. 
luxury goods like gold jewellery, is least likely to be replaced by modern industry. This is 
because luxury items, by their very nature, are valued more for craftsmanship, quality and 
prestige rather than price or the quantity available. Even in the face of modern substitutes, the 
demand for traditional luxury items such as jewellery will always remain high, particularly so 
in a South Asian culture, where jewellery is more of a consumer luxury than a ‘formal’ niche 
market, as in the West.
 Luxury items are not threatened to any great extent by mechanization; instead, their 
production is facilitated by the use of modern tools that are specially designed to cater to the 
needs of the craftsmen, as in the case of the Baig brothers. The only recommendation for the 
goldsmiths is to fully utilize modern tools to maximize their efficiency, as well as branch out 
into the retail sector if they haven’t already done so, in order to reap economic benefits 
commensurate with their labour.

leIsure goods

Crafts that produce objects for entertainment purposes, such as toys, games and musical 
instruments, are affected by modernization in slightly more complex ways. While the aggregate 
‘demand’ for leisure does not ever diminish, the demand for a particular ‘native’ good may 
shrink or disappear if modern substitutes or choices are easily available. If such choices are not 
readily available, or if the product in question cannot be replicated by industrial techniques, 
then its popularity will remain unaffected; in fact, it may even increase.
 The craftsmen of leisure objects like clay lattus, wooden board games, puppets, dolls, toy 
animals and so on face stiff competition from the modern toy-making industry, in terms of 
substitutes (available in plastic versions), as well as new products (video games, remote-
controlled cars, walkie-talkies, etc). These craftsmen can only stay within the entertainment 
market if their products offer competitive prices; their demand is also determined to a large 
degree by consumer tastes and trends, over which the craftsmen have limited control. In such 
cases, they may become niche businesses. Both clay and plastic lattus, for example, in spite of 
being low-priced, have lost popularity among children in general because of the availability of 
more exciting alternatives and changes in lifestyle. Such products are not likely to survive much 
longer even as niche markets. Mansur Shahnawaz the board-game maker, on the other hand, 
possesses more specialized skills than the lattu maker, and can hence continue to operate 
successfully within the niche market, albeit with better marketing (the opening of a ‘vintage’ 
shop in an affluent area, as previously proposed) and with a diversification of his products 
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(custom-making local versions of popular, Western games such as chess, Scrabble and billiards). 
For items like traditional musical instruments, however, the future is unquestionably positive 
as it is—the tabla, sitar, harmonium, for e.g. will continue to be in demand in local and foreign 
circles alike, by virtue of being non-replicable entertainment or leisure goods

servIces

In contrast to the producer-retailers mentioned above, service-providing occupations are wholly 
shaped by and reliant on specific societal and economic conditions. As they do not directly 
supply to end-consumers, they cannot operate as self-sufficient units; rather, they sell their 
services and skills to households, industries and other institutions. Such occupations, such as 
midwives, maashkis or ‘water-sprinklers’, lori-walay, etc. are the most vulnerable to 
modernization, and hence most likely to become extinct as a historical inevitability. The only 
kinds of service-providing occupations that have any chance of survival within a dualistic or 
modern environment are those which produce tangible services, such as painting and calligraphy, 
which were originally not saleable goods per se, but differed from other services in that they 
had some physical form.
 Non-tangible service-providers, such as midwives and hakims, have today been replaced or 
squeezed to the peripheries by corresponding modern services, such as doctors and hospitals, 
although the extent of marginalization is a subject that requires further exploration. Others, 
such as maashkis and lori-walay, no longer exist, due to irreversible changes in lifestyles and 
inter-societal relations. Finally, tangible services have but one choice to avoid becoming 
historical inevitabilities themselves—preservation, not as economic occupations but artistic 
skills, taught at schools or employed for special purposes as pure art, with no functional value, 
i.e. re-Orientalisation.

partIng thoughts

Apart from the nature of the profession, an important consideration regarding the future of 
most traditional occupations is the role played by the children of current practitioners in 
furthering the skills passed down to their family over generations. If the children decide to 
take up more lucrative and economically viable careers, forgoing their ancestral crafts, will that 
necessarily spell the extinction of these crafts? Although the research shows that many craftsmen 
today employ apprentices from outside the family, it cannot be said with certainty whether 
‘external’ apprentices can successfully carry on an age-old trade without the support, prestige 
and goodwill that comes from being in a khandani pesha (family profession) or whether they 
will even feel the pride or obligation to do so. Moreover, such apprenticeships are often the 
last resort for unemployed, uneducated youth unable to gain entry into the formal sector or 
the profession of their choice. This is also a question that merits further investigation.
 Lastly, perhaps the most fundamental issue is how the future of these traditional crafts is 
affected, not only by external, market forces, but by the craftsmen’s own perceptions of and 
attitudes towards their trades. Many are still in nostalgic self-denial about the paths that their 
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crafts are taking; it is crucial for these craftsmen to acknowledge that they can no longer exist 
in isolation, as their livelihoods are unequivocally impacted by modern elements in one way 
or the other. Some of these ‘dying’ crafts can still be salvaged and sustained, though only 
through conscious strategies of adaptation, or purposeful re-Orientalisation. This is a necessary 
response to modernization, which, contrary to the timeless image of the Androon Shehr 
espoused by ‘outsiders’, has transformed it ‘into the most powerful low-income commercial 
centre in the entire city. New commercial activities have expanded considerably, responding 
to an increasingly popular demand, and if some traditional trades and crafts have declined, 
others have survived and found new markets among the growing number of foreign tourists 
[or local elites].’61
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Aerial View of Inner City.
(Source: Samina Quraeshi).
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Case study: The Potter Brothers.
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Figure 1: Street Scene, Delhi Gate, 1879
(Source: Samina Quraeshi. Lahore: The City Within. 1988).
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Figure 2: The Sonehri Masjid (Golden Mosque), Walled City.
Source: Google Images, ‘Sonehri Masjid’.
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Figure 6: Map of Lahore, 1963 (The Walled City is situated on the upper left-hand corner).
Source: Yahoo Images, ‘Lahore Maps’.
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Figure 7: The Androon Shehr – A Time Line.
Source: Khalid W. Bajwa ‘Androon Shaher [Lahore’s Inner City] as a Heterotopia’, 2006.
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Figure 9: L – R: Narrow gali in a mohallah, Rooftop view of the Shehr.
Source: Samina Quraeshi. Lahore: The City Within. 1988.
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Figure 10: Model of an Islamic Town.

Source: G. Blake and R. Lawless. The Changing Middle Eastern City. 1980
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Source: Mohammad Qadeer. Lahore: Urban Development in the Third World. 1983
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